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Welcome to the MPGD web
This page serves as a stub to different topics of interest to the RD-51 collaboration.

**RD-51 Work Groups**

- WG4 - Modelling of Physics Processes and Software Tools

**RD-51 Links**

- RD51 Collaboration Public Page
- RD51 SharePoint

**Old Links**

This page was initially made by the CMS GEM Collaboration (2010). However now all CMS related content has moved into the CMS domain of twiki. You can find here below a few links to (old) programs created for RD-51 Test-beam. When the MPGD-twiki will expand, these information will be linked at more appropriate locations.

- CMS GEM Collaboration
- A Program for RD51 Slow Control
- A Tracking Program for RD51 Telescope
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